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Three regimes: near-, middle- and far-fields of underwater ex-
plosion are proposed in this study aiming at providing an overview
on the responses of submerged slender structure by pulsating
bubble. In the near-field, the material starts to yield, thus leading
to structure breakdown immediately; remarkable structural global
elastic deformation occurs in the middle-field as well as substan-
tial movement; and a structure moves as a rigid body with
negligible deformation for the far-field. Equivalent dimensionless
parameters are obtained by two different dimensional analysis
methods, among which a dominant similarity parameter is found
out. Thus, a scaling law providing us with a relation between
structural global response and the dominant similarity parameter
is yielded, which can be used for demarcating the three regimes
quantitatively. To demonstrate, three models corresponding to
typical submarine parameters are performed in the case studies.
Quantitative criterion of the three regimes is presented along with
the regime diagrams. The structural global response features such
as the deformation and maximal acceleration/speed of different
regimes are provided as well.
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1. Introduction

Shock, pulsating bubble and subsequent jet are three well-known processes of damage in an un-
derwater explosion. When the failures due to shock and jet are localized, a structure tends to globally
respond to pulsating bubble. As we know, an explosive bubble at first expands owing to the high
pressure of detonative gas inside and then contracts from an over-expanding state under high ambient
hydraulic pressure to an over-contraction state. The expandingecontracting cycle repeats several times
in this way. It is estimated that about two-thirds of the bubble energy are dissipated in the first period.
The bubble duration is of the order of one second, much longer than that of shock or jet. Moreover, if
the bubble frequency is in the neighborhood of the eigen-frequency of a slender structure or the ex-
plosion is violent (for example large TNT exploded nearby), strong or even destructive “whipping
response” could be excited.

Earlier theoretical studies on bubble dynamics were concerned with the bubble's migration and
oscillation by assuming that the water is incompressible and the bubble maintains spherical shape in
its life [1]. Later, non-spherical effects [2] and also the roles of compressibility in both external water
and internal gas were examined [3,4]. Numerical method of explosive bubble simulation is booming
during the last three decades. Boundary Element Method (BEM) has been proved an effective tool to
reproduce the bubble process [5e7]. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with interface-capture al-
gorithms has been adopted in explosion bubble modeling [8]. Moreover, the meshless method
seemingly promising for the simulation of a collapsing bubble has also been developed [9]. Foregoing
new advancements enhance modeling capability and enrich the contents of bubble dynamics, thus
further deepening the understanding of bubble's migration and deformation features especially for the
bubble nearby boundaries or in the bubble's extreme collapse phase.

Bubble dynamics studies also push forward the exploration of global response of a submerged
slender structure as shown in Fig. 1. The earliest one can be traced back to the work on whipping
response by Hick [10]. Then, Vernon examined the fluid velocity field by a pulsating bubble under the
incompressible assumption aiming at establishing the whipping response of a nearby surface ship [1].
Moreover, the velocity field for compressible fluid was obtained by the method of matched asymptotic
expansions [11], but the results have not been used in global structure response researches so far.
Global response of a surface ship was analyzed by estimating the bubble loading by Vernon's method
and simplifying the structure as a BernoullieEuler beam as well as finite element method [12e14].
Also, BEMwas used to estimate bubble loading in the structural global response studies [5,6]. All those
works primarily focused on the deformation of a specific structure with less universality. They also
scarcely discussed the distribution and amplitude of the acceleration and speed response, which are
closely related to equipment failure and crew's injury onboard. Furthermore, structural reverse
response denoting the structural displacement has an opposite direction to the flow velocity is
observed experimentally, but not well discussed yet for both small fixed plates [5] and large surface
warships [15].

In recent years, the applications of high strength material and blast-resistant structure remarkably
enhanced the local strength of ships and submarines. So the resistant ability to global damage has
become a noteworthy challenge. Instead of discussing the global response for a specific slender
Fig. 1. A submerged floating slender structure subjected to underwater explosion bubble located at the symmetric plane. Z-axis is
vertical to the free surface, and X-axis is parallel to neutral axis of the structure.
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structure, we prefer to explore explosive regimes (near-/middle-/far-fields) of submerged slender
structures in this study, aiming at providing an overview on the global response of slender structure by
pulsating bubble. The results are also expected to be useful in understanding the physical mechanism
and improving the blast-resistant performance of structure design.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some dimensionless numbers are obtained by both
similarity analysis and governing equations derivation. The three regimes: near-, middle- and far-fields
of underwater explosion corresponding to different global response features are quantitatively defined
in Section 3 based on the scaling law. In Section 4, the underwater explosion regimes are used and
validated in case studies of typical submarines. Furthermore, the characteristics of themiddle-field and
far-field are presented. Finally, the summary and conclusions in Section 5 bring this study to an end.
2. Derivation of the dimensionless numbers

2.1. Similarity analysis

Since the time scale of the shock is of order of millisecond and structural response as well as
cavitation caused by shock is localized [16], the shock's influence on the subsequent response by
bubble load is neglected. Thus, there are four groups of independent parameters manipulating the
global response of a slender structure subjected to bubble loading. They can be listed as below:

1) Bubble loading related parameters

um: the maximal flow speed at the location of the structure depending on charge mass, explosion
distance and depth. Its formula will be given in Section 2.3.

fb: bubble pulsation frequency which can be estimated according to Eq. (18).

2) Structural geometry parameters

L: the length of the slender structure,
R: outer radius of the structural cross-section,
A: area of the cross-section,
I: moment of inertia of area.
For a given cross section shape, only two among A, r, R, d are independent, where r internal radius

and d equivalent thickness.

3) Structural material parameters

Under the assumption that the material is isotropic, only two of the three material constants are
independent. Hence we use the elastic modulus and the shear modulus here.

r: the material density,
E: the elastic modulus,
G: the shear modulus,
sY: the yield stress.

4) Fluid medium parameters

As we known, the Mach number of the bubble-induced spherical water flow is of order O(10�1) or
less nearby the bubble [7] and the flow speed drops rapidly with distance. On the other hand, the
decaying shock modeled as “quasi-acoustic” at standoff larger than 15 times of the charge radius can
hardly bring significant entropy increase of water [3]. Furthermore, the surrounding water can be
regarded as adiabatic due to “cooling-down” of the gas interior during expansion and the minor heat
diffusion rate. Thus the incompressibility assumption is introduced for water out of bubble. Besides, as
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the structure is sufficiently large, we assume thewater is inviscid. Consequently, the acoustic speed and
viscous coefficient vanish.

rw: the water density.
The global responses Fi (such as stress, acceleration, speed) can be expressed as

Fi ¼ fiðum; fb; L;R;A; I; r; E;G; sY ; rwÞ: (1)

In accordance with the Mises criterion, if sm exceeds sY, yield begins. Where sm reads

sm ¼ max

( ffiffiffi
2

p

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðs1 � s2Þ2 þ ðs2 � s3Þ2 þ ðs1 � s3Þ2

q )
; (2)

inwhich s1, s2 and s3 are the principal stresses. Then, Eq. (1) is rewritten as Eq. (3) with curiosity on the
stresses.

sm ¼ f ðum; fb; L;R;A; I; r; E;G; sY ; rwÞ: (3)

Taking rw, um and L as a unit system, Eq. (3) is transformed into the dimensionless formula below

sm

rwu2m
¼ f
�

fb
um=L

;
R
L
;
A
L2
;
I
L4
;
r

rw
;

E
rwu2m

;
G

rwu2m
;
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�
: (4)

Altering the form of Eq. (4), eventually, we have the relation

sm

sY
¼ f
�
Rfb
um

;
R
L
;
A
R2

;
I
R4

;
r

rw
;

E
rwu2m

;
G

rwu2m
;

sY

rwu2m

�
; (5)

inwhich Rfb/um reflects the influence of bubble frequency, and r/rw reflects the effect of fluidestructure
interaction. E=ðrwu2mÞ and sY=ðrwu2mÞ are the inverse of Cauchy and damage numbers, respectively,
which are widely used in describing the structural elastic and plastic responses independently. In some
works, being multiplied by the square of the half of the slenderness ratio, the damage number is
developed to include the geometrical influence [17], which is used to predicts the dynamic plastic
response of perfectly rigid-plastic beams effectively. G=ðrwu2mÞ describes shear effect corresponding to
“tensile” effect by E=ðrwu2mÞ. It is an arduous task to estimate the stress by Eq. (5), because as many as
eight dimensionless numbers exist in this complicated relation.

2.2. Governing equations of the structural response

Without loss of generality for global response study of a slender structure, EulereBernoulli beam,
Rayleigh beam, shear beam or Timoshenko beam can be used, which are four widely used engineering
models depending on whether taking shear and rotation effects into account. For structures with
slenderness ratio over 100, the EulereBernoulli beam can be used; while for small slenderness ratio
structures, both shear beam and Timoshenko beam can be used [18]. The length-diameter ratio of a
submarine is always between 6 and 7 as the requirement of minimum total resistance [19]. We here
simplify a submarine as a hollow cylindrical Timoshenko beam with the shear and rotation effects
discussed detailedly in Section 3.1. The equivalent thickness d of the beam can be obtained in line with
the submarine's moment of inertia of area. Consequently, the governing equations are8>>>><

>>>>:

v

vx

�
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�
vw
vx

� q

��
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;
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þm ¼ rI

v2q

vt2
;

(6)
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where w is the transverse deflection, q is the rotational angle of the cross-section, q is the transverse
force, m is the external moment, and k is the shape factor for which one may refer to reference [18].

The three dimensional spherical flow can be approximated to a two dimensional flow in each cross-
section for a slender structure, further to a plane flow issue as shown in Fig. 2 when the explosion
distance is large. Then, the transverse force q can be written as [20].

qðx; tÞ ¼ ðrAþmaÞ _u�ma
v2w
vt2

; (7)

where _u is the normal acceleration of the plane flow in each cross-section with the axial flow dis-
regarded, ma is the added mass equals to prwR

2 for a hollow cylindrical shaped cross-section.
Substituting Eq. (7) and m ¼ 0 into Eq. (6), we have8>>>><
>>>>:

v
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�
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�
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� q

��
þ ðrAþmaÞ _u ¼ ðrAþmaÞ v
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;

v

vx

�
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vq

vx

�
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�
vw
vx

� q

�
¼ rI

v2q

vt2
:

(8)

Introducing the following dimensionless quantities: W ¼ w/R, X ¼ x/L, T ¼ tum/R, Ma ¼ ma/(rwR2),
r0 ¼ r/rw, G0 ¼ G=ðrwu2mÞ, E0 ¼ E=ðrwu2mÞ, A0 ¼ A/R2, _U ¼ _u=ðumfbÞ, I0 ¼ I/R4, then, Eq. (8) becomes

8>>>><
>>>>:
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(9)

Suggesting the dimensionless numbers En, Gn, In and fn as

En ¼ E0I0

r0A0 þMa

R4

L4
; (10)

Gn ¼ kG0A0

r0A0 þMa

R2

L2
; (11)
u
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α

z
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s

Fig. 2. Interaction between the explosion bubble flow and a cross section. The radial flow can be considered as a two dimensional
plane flow in each cross-section of the beam.
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In ¼ r0I0

r0A0 þMa

R2

L2
; (12)

fn ¼ Rfb
um

: (13)

Eq. (9) is reduced to

8>>>><
>>>>:
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R

vq

vX

!
þ fn _U ¼ v2W

vT2
;
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v2q
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�
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� q

�
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v2q
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(14)

Ultimately, eliminating q in Eq. (14), we have

En
v4W
vX4 �

�
En
Gn

þ In

�
v4W

vX2vT2 þ
v2W
vT2 þ In

Gn

v4W
vT4 ¼ Infn

Gn

v2 _U
vT2

� Enfn
Gn

v2 _U
vX2 þ fn _U: (15)

Similarity parameters En, Gn, In and fn in Eq. (15) are the governing factors of structural response. And
this group of dimensionless numbers are actually equivalent to the dimensionless numbers shown in
Eq. (5) which are derived by similarity analysis if the damage number is discarded. Damage number
vanishes in Eq. (15), because the Timoshenko beam model is an elastic beam model. Therefore, we
conclude that the dimensionless stress in the elastic stage is governed by

sm

sY
¼ f ðfn; En;Gn; InÞ: (16)

The dimensionless numbers at the right side can be readily found out if the maximal flow speed um
is estimated as in Section 2.3.
2.3. Flow velocity induced by a pulsating bubble

At a submarine's operating depth of 300 m or so below the sea surface, the effect of free surface can
be neglected. Based on the assumptions that the bubblemaintains spherical shapewith adiabatic gas in
the interior, the ambient water is incompressible and inviscid, we examined the flow speed induced in
the first bubble period, during which majority of the bubble energy dissipates.

The maximal bubble radius amax in meter and pulsating period Tb in second can be estimated by the
following equations, respectively [21].

amax ¼ K1
C1=3

ðH þ 10:3Þ1=3
; (17)

Tb ¼ K2
C1=3

ðH þ 10:3Þ5=6
: (18)

where H the explosion depth in meter, C the charge weight in kilogram, K1 and K2 are constants
dependent on the charge properties. For TNT with density of 1.57 g/cm3, K1 and K2 equal to 3.36 m4/3/
kg1/3 and 2.11 m5/6 s/kg1/3, respectively.
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Since the volume of the bubble V(t) can be reasonably approximated by a half sine function as [22]

VðtÞ ¼ V0 þ ðVmax � V0Þsin
�
p

Tb
t
�
; (19)

where V0 and Vmax are the initial charge and maximal bubble volumes. The bubble radius can be
derived from

aðtÞ ¼
�
3V0

4p
þ
�
a3max �

3V0

4p

�
sin
�
p

Tb
t
��1=3

: (20)

The Lagrange's function of the bubble dynamics reads

La ¼ Ek � Ep; (21)

where Ek and Ep are the kinetic and potential energies, respectively, given as [1].

Ek ¼ 2prwa
3 _a2 þ p

3
a3 _z2; (22)

Ep ¼ 4
3
prwa

3gzþ k

g� 1
Cg3g�1

ð4pÞg�1a3ðg�1Þ: (23)

Inwhich g is the gravity acceleration, g is the ratio of specific heats, k is a constant depending on the
explosive material, and _z is the vertical migration speed.

Then, the migration equation of the bubble can be written as

d
dt

�
vLa
v _z

�
� vLa

vz
¼ Qz; (24)

where Qz is the drag force of a bubble during its upward movement. Usually, the migration speed is so
small that the drag force can be neglected in the first period [3].

Finally, we have the migration speed _z expressed as

_z ¼ 2g
a3

�
3V0

4p
� Tb

p

�
a3m � 3V0

4p

�
cos
�
pt
Tb

�
þ Tb

p

�
a3m � 3V0

4p

��
: (25)

According to Eqs. (20) and (25), the variation of a bubble radius and its migrating displacement are
illustrated in Fig. 3 for 226.7 kg TNT detonated at 45.7 m under the sea surface, And both agree well
with the results from Hunter and Geers [11].

Considering the bubble as a pulsating and migrating source, the velocity potential f of the ambient
fluid flow can be expressed as

f ¼ �a2 _a
S

� a3 _z
2S2

cos a; (26)

where S is the distance from the position of interest to the bubble center, and a is the angle between
radial direction and the z-axis as shown in Fig. 2. Then, we have the radial flow speed of surrounding
water

ur ¼ 1
3S2

p

Tb

�
a3m � 3V0

4p

�
cos
�
pt
Tb

�
þ 2g cos a

S3

�
3V0

4p
t � Tb

p

�
a3m � 3V0

4p

�
cos
�
pt
Tb

�
þ Tb

p

�
a3m � 3V0

4p

��
:

(27)

For fluid at the same depthwith the bubble center, where cos a equals to 0, Eq. (27) can be reduced to

ur ¼ 1
3S2

p

Tb

�
a3m � 3V0

4p

�
cos
�
pt
Tb

�
: (28)



Fig. 3. Bubble dynamics in its first period for 226.7 kg TNT detonated at 45.7 m below the sea surface. The solid curves in (a) and (b)
are the history of the bubble radius obtained by Eq. (20) and the migrating displacement history of the bubble center calculated by
Eq. (25), respectively. The dots are the corresponding data from Hunter and Geers [11], which considered the compressibility in both
the external water and the internal gas. Good agreements are achieved in the comparison.
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At last, by dropping 3V0/(4p) as it is sufficient small compared with a3m, the maximal speed um at the
same depth with the bubble center can be estimated by

um ¼ a3m
3S2

p

Tb
: (29)

As the experimental data are lacking for the radial velocity history, we checked the maximal speed
um at the same depth with the bubble center for two explosion situations. One is 226.7 kg TNT
detonated at 45.7 m below the sea surface, and the other one is 1 kg TNT detonated at the depth of 5 m.
For the former, um at 11.25 m far from the charge center is 3.20 m/s by Eq. (29), while it was 3.04 m/s
given by Hunter and Geers [11]. And the results for the latter at different distances are listed in Table 1
showing acceptable agreement with those given by MSC.Dytran as well. Thus, Eq. (29) of um can be
used for estimating the dimensionless numbers in Eq. (16).
3. Underwater explosion regimes

3.1. Discussion on the scaling law

Now let's give some discussion on the relation of Eq. (16), which contain four dimensionless
numbers: fn, En, Gn and In at its right side.

fn mainly represents the effect of bubble pulsation frequency. As we know, the bubble pulsation
frequency fb considerably affects the global response when it is close to the structural eigen-frequency
and resonance occurs. For a submarine with the length varies from 60 m to 120 m and the equivalent
thickness from 5 cm to 25 cm, its lowest eigen-frequency is estimated to range from 25 Hz to 55 Hz. In
contrast, fb is between 5 Hz and 15 Hz for charge mass ranging from 100 kg to 1000 kg and explosion
depth from 100 m to 400 m. Therefore, no overlapping of the two frequencies ranges exists indicating
that no intense resonance occurs. What's more, if the explosion happens at a depth nearby the typical
submarine's operating depth (say from 250 m to 350 m), the variation of fb is less than 3 Hz.
Accordingly, the effect of fn is insignificant for a typical submarine subjected to the bubble loading near
its operating depth. However, it should be noted that for systems in near/intense resonant condition
such as a typical frigate-size warship by underwater explosion [1], large amplitude whipping dis-
placements can probably be excited. Consequently, importance of fn should be reconsidered.
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In in Eq. (12) reflects the effects of rotary inertia, structural geometry and fluidestructure interac-
tion. As we know, comparing with the EulereBernoulli beam model, the Timoshenko beam model
incorporates two more effects: the shear distortion and the rotary inertia. And the influence of the
rotary effect is droppable as it is always less than one third of effect of shear [22].

Finally, En and Gn reflecting the roles of tensile and shear are two new dimensionless numbers we
developed in this work. For convenience, En and Gn are named as “tensile number” and “shear number”
here, respectively. They include the following four factors: external load, structural geometry, resis-
tance ability to structural deformation and fluidestructure interaction. From Eq. (10), En is a devel-
opment of Cauchy number and can be regard as another branch comparing with introducing the
geometrical influence into the damage number [17].

Consequently, Eq. (16) is reduced to the scaling law below,

sm

sY
¼ f ðEn; GnÞ; (30)

in the elastic deformation stage of material. For structure with large slenderness ratio that the shear
effect disregarded, Eq. (30) can be further reduced to Eq. (32).

Eq. (30) may also be written in the alternative form

sm

sY
¼ f
�
En;

En
Gn

�
; (31)

which has the advantage that the dimensionless stress will vary only with En for a given structure.
That's because En/Gn equals to EI/(kGAL2) which is a constant for a given structure. Which also implies
that, for structures with similar geometrical shape and size, En/Gn can only affect the result slightly.
Thus Eq. (30) or (31) can also be simplified to Eq. (32) for the preceding two situations.

sm

sY
¼ f ðEnÞ (32)

can be regarded as the scaling law for predicting the structural elastic global response by pulsating
bubble, and En is the unique response number.

3.2. Classification of the explosive regimes

Despite the terms “near-field”, “middle-field” and “far-field” are commonly used in the community
of engineering, the explosive regimes haven't yet been quantitatively defined so far. To our knowledge,
people usually assume

1) The material starts to yield and thus leads to the breakdown of structure immediately for near-field
explosion;

2) substantial structure deformation can be detected in the middle-field along with violent structure
movement;

3) the deformation of entire structure are found negligible, and only it's overall motion as a rigid-body
is concerned with in the far-field.

In some works [11], the near-field and far-field are divided by fifteen times of the charge radius.
Evidently, this kind of definition without considering any structure information is not appropriate for
the estimation of explosion effects. We propose that the following two aspects should be considered to
Table 1
Maximal radial flow speed predicted by Eq. (29) and MSC.DYTRAN for 1 kg TNT explode at 5 m under the water surface.

Distance Eq. (29) MSC.DYTRAN Deviation

3 m 1.50 m/s 1.51 m/s 0.6%
4 m 0.84 m/s 0.90 m/s 6%
5 m 0.54 m/s 0.60 m/s 10%
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demarcate these regimes: One is the structural global response like structural deformation or accel-
eration response. The other one is the various influencing factors, such as charge mass, explosion
distance/depth, structural geometry and material strength. Fortunately, the foregoing scaling law
provides us with a relation between the dimensionless stress and En, which incorporates the various
influencing factors together. Accordingly, the classification of the three regimes we introduced can be
specified as8<

:
Near � field : sm=sY � 1;
Middle� field : 0:05<sm=sY <1;
Far � field : sm=sY � 0:05:

(33)

On the basis of the previous discussion, sm/sY strongly depends on En. Consequently, Eq. (33) can be
rewritten in terms of En as8<

:
Near � field : lgEn � lgEnY ;
Middle� field : lgEnY < lgEn < lgEnR;
Far � field : lgEn � lgEnR:

(34)

where, EnY is the threshold for the near-field corresponding to the yield stress sY, and EnR is the
threshold for the far-field corresponding to the stress of 5%sY. lg En can be derived easily for a specific
slender structure by substituting Eqs. (17), (18) and (29) into Eq. (10)

lgEn ¼ lg

 
9K2

2

p2K6
1

!
þ lg

�
IR2

ðrAþmaÞL4
�
þ lgE � 4

3
lgC þ 4lgSþ 1

3
lgðH þ 10:3Þ: (35)

On the right hand side of Eq. (35), the first term is a constant, and the other five terms represent the
influence of the geometry and the fluidestructure interaction, structural material, TNTmass, explosion
distance and explosion depth, severally. The structural material affects lg En not only by the elastic
modulus as shown in Eq. (35) but also changes the threshold demarcating the regimes via yield stress
as noted earlier. Hence the regimes criterion is capable of considering the numerous physical
quantities.

Consequently, one can know which regime the explosion belongs to conveniently via Eqs. (34) and
(35). On the basis of this criterion, the preliminary analysis of structural global response can be carried
out without any complicated calculation as each regime is associated with different features of
structural response.

4. Case studies and discussion: typical submarines

Based on typical submarine parameters, three beam models in Table 2 with different equivalent
thicknesses are used to observe the corresponding near-, middle- and far-field responses. Five groups
of explosion cases are designed as shown in Table 3, inwhich the explosion depth ranges from 250m to
325m tomaintain the influence of fn at a low level and the explosion distances are all no less than 20m
to ensure the boundary induced bubble jet will not appear hence the spherical bubble assumption is
reasonable.
4.1. Mathematical solution

The dimensionless displacementW (X,T) of Eq. (15) can be decomposed into a linear combination of
a set of modes like

WðX; TÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

cjðTÞhjðXÞ; (36)
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where N is the number of modes, h1(X) is the rigid-body movement mode, h2(X) is the rigid rotation
mode, and hj(X) (j � 3) is the free vibration modes satisfying the zero shear force/bending moment
boundary conditions at the free ends. Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (15), multiplying both sides of Eq.
(15) by hi(X), and integrating along the X span, we have

½N� d
4½Z�
dT4 þ ½M� d

2½Z�
dT2

þ ½K�½Z� ¼ ½F�: (37)

where,

Zi ¼ ciðTÞ; (38)

Nij ¼
In
Gn

Z1
0

hjðXÞhiðXÞ dX; (39)

Mij ¼
Z1
0

hjðXÞhiðXÞ dX �
�
En
Gn

þ In

�Z1
0

d2hjðXÞ
dX2 hiðXÞ dX; (40)

Kij ¼ En

Z1
0

d4hjðXÞ
dX4 hiðXÞ dX; (41)

Fi ¼
Infn
Gn

Z1
0

v2 _U
vT2

hiðXÞ dX � Enfn
Gn

Z1
0

v2 _U
vX2 hiðXÞ dX þ fn

Z1
0

_UhiðXÞ dX: (42)

As the shock has little influence on the global response, the initial conditions can be specified as

W
��
T¼0 ¼ 0; (43)

vW
vT

��
T¼0 ¼ 0: (44)

Using Eqs. (43) and (44) together with qjT¼0 ¼ 0 and vq
vT

��
T¼0 ¼ 0, the four initial conditions of [Z] are

expressed as

½Z���T¼0 ¼ 0; (45)
Table 2
Parameters of the three beammodels. The beammodel one is considered as a standard model, and the other two models have a
variation on the equivalent thickness of that.

Beam L/m R/m d/cm E/GPa G/GPa sY/MPa

1 100 7 20 205 80 689
2 100 7 10 205 80 689
3 100 7 25 205 80 689



Table 3
Parameters of four groups of explosion situations. The first three groups of situations based on the beam model one are used to
observe the influences of TNT mass, explosion depth and distance, while groups four and five for the structural geometry effect.

Group C/kg S/m H/cm Beam

1 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 30 300 1
2 500 30 250, 275, 300, 325 1
3 500 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 300 1
4 500 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 90 300 2
5 500 20, 30, 50, 70 300 3
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d½Z�
dT

��
T¼0 ¼ 0; (46)

½N� d
2½Z�
dT2

��
T¼0 ¼ fn

Z1
0

_UhiðXÞ dX; (47)

½N� d
3½Z�
dT3

��
T¼0 ¼ fn

Z1
0

v _U
vT

hiðXÞ dX: (48)

Solving the four-order system Eq. (37) with the initial conditions given in Eqs. (45),(46),(47),(48), we
readily have the global response of the submerged floating slender structure.
4.2. Criterion of the three regime

We at first try to validate the scaling law of Eq. (32) for a given structure which means sm/sY should
only depend on En. The relation between sm/sY and lg En of groups 1 to 3 are illustrated in Fig. 4,
demonstrating that all of the points (sm/sY, lg En) fall on an exponential curve and thus validating the
scaling law for a given submarine.

Further, we also compared the results of groups 3, 4 and 5 as shown in Fig. 5 to check the influence
of equivalent thickness. (sm/sY, lg En) of all groups fall on an exponential fitting curve basically. That's
because the equivalent thickness is constrained within a narrow band and En/Gn can hardly affect the
result. In our models, the equivalent thickness ranges from 10 cm to 25 cm hence its board enough for
covering typical submarine. Therefore, the scaling law of Eq. (32) still works for typical submarines, and
the exponential fitting curve in Fig. 4 is effective for the explosive regime evaluation.

For typical submarines (see Table 2), we have lg EnY equals to 1.70 and lg EnR equals to 3.94 to
demarcate three regimes according to Fig. 5. Eventually, the near-, middle- and far-field are divided as8<

:
Near � field : lgEn � 1:70;
Middle� field : 1:70< lgEn <3:94;
Far � field : lgEn � 3:94:

(49)

In order to give a more intuitionistic idea of the regimes, we present the regime diagrams as shown
in Fig. 6 for the beam models 1 and 2. Both near-/middle-field interface and middle-/far-field interface
are almost perpendicular to the “Explosion distance-Charge weight” plane, implying that the influence
of the explosion depth is insignificant. The projection curves of the interfaces on the “Explosion
distance-Charge weight” plane show that the ranges of the near- and middle-fields expand with the
increasing charge weight. In other words, more charge at larger explosion distance can produce the
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Fig. 4. Relation between sm/sY and lg En for a given structure. The three groups of parameters are associated with different charge
mass, explosion distance and explosion depth as given in Table 3. The solid curve is an exponential fitting curve based on the results
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validated.
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same effects as that by less charge at nearer explosion distance. From Eq. (35) we can find out the
influence levels of charge weight, explosion distance and explosion depth quantitatively: for the same
percent of variation, the influence of charge weight is 4 times larger than that of the explosion depth,
but only one third of the influence of explosion distance.



Fig. 6. The regimes of near-/middle-/far-fields for the beam models 1 and 2. The three fields are divided according to Eq. (49), and
the parameters of the two beammodels are shown in Table 2. The three axes are charge weight C in kilogram, explosion distance S in
meter and explosion depth H in meter, respectively. Thus, one can easily distinguish which regime the explosion belongs to for any
given explosion situation according to those regime diagrams.
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The three fields of the beammodel 2 in Fig. 6(b) seem to be a “translation outward”, as compared to
that of the beam model 1 in Fig. 6(a), which means beam model 1 can bear more severe explosive
loading than beammodel 2. Take 500 kg TNT detonated at explosion depth of 250m as an example. The
critical explosion distance dividing the near-field and the middle-field is 20 m and 25 m for beam
model 1 and 2. Similarly, the critical explosion distance dividing the middle-field and the far-field is
75 m and 88 m for them.

In the samemanner, the regime diagram for any specific submerged slender structure can be drawn
quantitatively and used for structural global response analysis.
4.3. Characteristics of the middle- and far-fields

Here we present the amplitude and distribution of the displacement in Fig. 7, also that of the speed
and acceleration in Fig. 8 for different regimes.

The displacements of the middle- and far-fields explosion for parameters group 3 and group 4 in
Table 3 are provided in Fig. 7. For the middle-field explosion in Fig. 7(a), the global elastic deformation
is violent leading to the non-uniformly distributed displacements. Meanwhile the global elastic
response of far-field explosion as shown in Fig. 7(b) is less significant and the entire structure can be
regarded as a rigid-body. Both the centerline displacements of middle- and far-fields are toward the



Fig. 7. Typical structural centerline displacements of middle- and far-fields at different times. The abscissa represents the dimensionless
length of the beam, and the negative ordinate represents the direction of the displacements is the samewith the negative Y-axis in Fig.1.
The global elastic response is violent in the middle-field, while rigid motion dominates the structural response of the far-field.
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charge, which is caused by the bubble's suction effect. The bubble's suction effect can be explained by
Eq. (7) preliminarily which indicates the transverse force of a cross-section depends on both the flow
acceleration and its own movement. As we known, in the bubble's expanding phase, the outward flow
acceleration reverses when the internal gas pressure becomes less than hydrostatic, and the inward
flow acceleration turns back to outward when internal gas pressure exceed hydrostatic in the con-
tracting phase. It is estimated that in over 80 percent of the first cycle, the bubble is over expanding
corresponding to the inward flow acceleration. Thus, a long suction effect treads to be produced.
Though duration of the suction effect may not be as long as that of the inward acceleration, it is capable
of causing inward structural global response like sagging. This sagging liked response may ends at the
beginning of the second bubble cycle. But the estimation relies on the modeling accuracy of the
bubble's extreme collapse moment strongly, which is beyond this work.

The non-uniformly distributed acceleration/speed peaks for the middle-field explosion are pre-
sented in Fig. 8. Themaximal acceleration at the free ends can reach as high as 17 g. Themaximal speed
in the middle section can be up to 5.2 m/s. Additionally, when the explosion is close to the near-field,
for the cases that lg En equals to 1.71 and 2.41, directions of the acceleration peaks in the middle part
turn to positive as shown in Fig. 8(a) owing to the severe global elastic response.
Fig. 8. Distribution of acceleration peaks and speed peaks along the structural centerline for the middle-field. Where, peak means
the maximal value in the first bubble period. From (a), the global elastic response is significant leading to the large amplitude of the
non-uniformly distributed acceleration. While in (b), the distribution of the speed peaks is much gentler than that of the acceler-
ation peaks. Thus, the influence of the global elastic deformation is weaker for the speed response comparing with that for the
acceleration response.
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5. Summary and conclusions

In this study, we present the regimes of underwater explosion for a submerged slender structure by
pulsating bubble. Near-, middle- and far-fields are identified according to structural global responses.
In the near-field, the material starts to yield, thus leading to structure breakdown immediately. In the
middle-field, violent global elastic response can be found in addition to substantial movement. In
contrast, attentions should be paid to overall structural motion as a rigid body in the far-field.

Dimensionless parameters are found out by both similarity analysis and governing equation deri-
vation. Further examination, a dominant parameter En incorporating the influences of external load,
structural geometry, resistance ability to structural deformation and fluidestructure interaction is
distinguished to establish a scaling law, which is validated in the case studies. Based on the scaling law,
regime criterions of the three fields are further examined.

In case studies, three beam models corresponding to typical submarines are performed. We have
provided a quantitative criterion for demarcating these three regimes of near-, middle- and far-fields
along with corresponding diagrams. In addition, the structural response features of the middle-/far-
fields are computed and analyzed. The global response can be regarded as the combination of struc-
tural global elastic deformation and rigid-body motion. In the middle-field, both acceleration and
speed distribute non-uniformly along the axis direction. And the maximal speed/acceleration can
reach as high as 5.2 m/s and 17 g.
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